The Sign Language Recognition is the most popular research area involving computer vision, pattern recognition and image processing. Many techniques have been developed recently in these fields. Sign languages are used for communication and interface. There are various types of systems available for Sign Language Recognition. Sign Language Recognition is a very challenging research area. In this paper, a system to recognize static gestures representing Tamil words and speech translation has been proposed. The approach used in this paper is robust and efficient for static hand gesture recognition. Sign language has different applications in many domains like HCI (Human Computer Interaction), Robot control, Security, Gaming, Computer vision etc. A different approach is handled in this work for recognizing Tamil Sign Language. It consists of three phases. The first phase is preprocessing where the images are processed through the steps like resizing, gray conversion, filtering for reducing the distortion and black and white conversion. Second phase is feature extraction. Shape descriptors such as solidity, eccentricity, perimeter, convex area, Major axis length, Minor axis length and orientation are applied to the black and white images to extract the features. Third phase is the classification where a Naive Bayesian classifier is used to recognize the signs from trained set of gestures. The features derived are used to train the classifier first and then the testing images have been introduced for classification. The proposed system is able to recognize images with 90% accuracy.
INTRODUCTION
A sign language (also called signed language) is a language which, instead of acoustically conveys sound patterns, uses manual communication and body language to convey meaning. Sign language is important in humankind that is showing an increasing research interest in eradicating barriers faced by differently abled people in communicating and contributing to the society [1] .
Sign language is used as a communication medium among deaf and dumb people to convey the message with each other. A normal person cannot communicate with those people unless and until they are familiar with sign language. Similarly when a deaf and dumb person wants to communicate with a normal person he/she finds it difficult. Sign language is a substitute of speech for deaf and dumb people.
Indian Sign languages are rich, faceted language, and the complexity is beyond current gesture recognition technologies [2] . The interpersonal communication problem between signer and hearing community could be resolved by building up a new communication bridge integrating components for sign [3] .There are different sign languages all over the world such as American Sign language (ASL) [4] , British Sign Language (BSL), Japanese Sign Language [6] family (Japanese, Taiwanese and Korean Sign Languages), French Sign Language family (French, Italian, Irish, Russian and Dutch Sign Languages), Australian Sign Language [5] , etc.
Similarly Indian Sign Languages was also developed for Indian deaf community. It is different in the phonetics, grammar, hand gestures and syntax from other country's sign languages.TSL uses static and dynamic hand gestures, facial expressions, head/body postures, locations of hand with respect to body etc., to represent signs. It is more challenging than other sign languages for the following reasons:

Most of the signs make use of the gestures of both the hands together.  Many of the gestures result in occlusions.  Hand contacts the body for some signs.  Locations of the hand with respect to body contribute to the sign.
The main aim of this work is to bridge the gap between a normal person and the deaf and dumb people. An approach is proposed such that it will convert the given static gesture into the corresponding Tamil text. Several techniques have been adopted by different researchers to recognize sign languages. But the rate of accuracy differs based on the features and classifiers used. Thus a special classifier and features have been used to recognize static sign of Tamil sign language. This paper is organized as follows: section (2) describes the work related to this paper. Section (3) describes the work proposed. Section (4) deals with a system design for the proposed work with a detailed description of features and classification methods. Experiments and Results are discussed in section (5) .Conclusion of this work and perspectives for future work are discussed in section (6)
RELATED WORK
In the last two decades, several different methods of potential applications in the advanced gesture interfaces for HCI have been suggested but these differ from each other in their models. Some of them are Neural Network, Hidden Markov Models [7] and Fuzzy Systems [8] . The hand is detected using attributes like its motion and the skin color [9] .
Many novel and interesting applications of hand gesture recognition have been introduced in recent years. Generally, such systems are divided into two basic approaches namely glove based and vision based approaches. In glove based analysis, detection of the hand is eliminated by the sensors on the hand and 3D model of the hand is subjected to the virtual world so that body motion can easily be captured. Christopher Lee and Yangsheng Xu [10] developed a glove-based gesture recognition system. On the other hand vision-based analysis is more natural and useful for real time applications. Sushmita Mitra and Tinku Acharya had provided a survey on gesture recognition, with detailed description on hand gestures and facial expression [11] .
Several methods have been developed to recognize signs. Hand gestures are recognized using edge detection algorithm. In some systems neural network approach is used. To recognize the signs, static hand gestures are grabbed and are converted into feature vectors.
PROPOSED WORK
An efficient and accurate technique for Tamil sign recognition is presented in this paper. The main aim of this work is to develop a Tamil sign language recognition system for deaf and dumb people. The proposed work consists of three stages. First stage is preprocessing, were in the sample images are processed by using the following steps i) resizing ii) gray conversion iii) filtering iv) black and white conversion. Second stage is the feature extraction, which extracts the required feature vectors from the output obtained from the first stage. Features like solidity, eccentricity, perimeter, convex area, Major axis length, Minor axis length, orientation are used to obtain the shape. Third phase is the classification where a Naive Bayesian classifier is used to recognize the signs from trained set of gestures.
METHODOLOGY USED
A vision based analysis is used in this work. Vision based analysis, is based on the way human beings perceive information about their surroundings, yet it is probably the most difficult to implement in a satisfactory way. Several different approaches have been tested so far.
• One is to build a three-dimensional model of the human hand. The model is matched to images of the hand by one and parameters corresponding to palm orientation and joint angles are estimated. These parameters are then used to perform gesture classification.
• Second one to capture the image using a camera then extract some features and those features are used as input in a classification algorithm for classification. In this work we have used second method for modeling the system. Images are captured using a camera and the features are extracted and for the extracted feature a classifier is applied to classify the signs. Fig (1) describes the steps involved in this work.
Fig 1 Overview of the System
The system consists of the following stages
4.1.Image Acquisition
The first stage of any vision system is the image acquisition stage. Static hand gestures and facial gestures were captured using USB connected camera. After the image has been different vision tasks required. Each image represents a unique Tamil 
4.2.Preprocessing
Preprocessing methods use a small neighborhood of a pixel in an input image to get a new brightness value in the output image. It consists of two steps
Segmentation is done to convert gray scale images into binary image. The obtained image has some noise. So it is better to filter those noises using Gaussian filtering approach. This approach helps us to obtain a smooth, closed and complete contour of a gesture. The output obtained at this stage is black and white image which uses the features like RGB to gray conversion, filtering and thresholding. Fig (3) shows the preprocessed image. 
4.3.Feature extraction
Region-based analysis [12, 13] exploits both boundary and interior pixels of an object. The following are the shape descriptors used as features (a) Solidity (b) Eccentricity (c) Perimeter (d) Convex area (e) Major axis length (f) Minor axis length (g) Orientation. Let us now assess these features
Solidity
A scalar quantity which is defined to be the ratio of area to the convex area of the same object. It is computed as
Solidity =
For a solid object or cell, this value is 1.
Eccentricity
A scalar quantity which is defined to be ratio of the major to the minor axis. The value is between 0 and 1. It is given by the equation
Eccentricity=

Perimeter
A scalar quantity which specifies the distance around the boundary of the region. Perimeter is calculated to be the distance between each adjoining pair of pixels around the border of the region. If the image contains discontinuous regions, region props returns unexpected results.
Convex area
Scalar that specifies the number of pixels in 'convex image'. The image is the size of the bounding box of the region. This property is supported only for 2-D input label matrices.
Major axis length
Scalar specifying the length (in pixels) of the major axis of the ellipse that has the same normalized second central moments as the region. This property is supported only for 2-D input label matrices.
Minor axis length
Scalar specifying the length (in pixels) of the minor axis of the ellipse that has the same normalized second central moments as the region. This property is supported only for 2-D input label matrices.
Orientation
Scalar specifying the angle (in degrees ranging from -90 to 90 degrees) between the x-axis and the major axis of the ellipse that has the same second moments as the region. This property is supported only for 2-D input label matrices.
4.4.Classification
Classifier always tries to improve the classification rate by pushing classifiers into an optimized structure [15] . Bayesian theory gives a mathematical calculus of degrees of belief, describing what it means for beliefs to be consistent and how they should change with evidence.
Bayesian Classifier is a fast-supervised classification technique. Bayesian Classifier is suitable for large-scale prediction and classification tasks on complex and incomplete datasets. Naïve Bayesian Classification performs well if the values of the attributes for the sessions are independent. Although this assumption is almost always violated in practice, recent work [16] has shown that naïve Bayesian learning is remarkably effective in practice and difficult to improve upon systematically. We have decided to use the naive Bayesian Classifier in our application, for the following reasons. First, it is efficient for both the training phase and the recognition phase. Second, its training time is linear in the number of examples and its recognition time is independent of the number of examples. Finally, it provides relatively finegrained probability estimates that can be used to classify the new session [17] . The computational complexity of Bayesian Classification is fairly low as compared to other classification techniques. Consider a session with f attributes, each with v values. Then with naive Bayesian classifier with e sessions, the training time is O (ef) and hence independent of v.
A Naive Bayesian classifier assigns a new observation to the most probable class, assuming that the features are conditionally independent given the class value [14] . It can outperform more sophisticated classification methods by categorizing incoming objects to their appropriate class. The Naive Bayesian classifiers can handle a random number of independent variables whether continuous or categorical.
The proposed classifier Naive Bayes is used to justify the objects using new methods to get a maximum. The features are the parameters extracted from the sign images which are taken from a camera. In each image, a measure of properties is taken to determine the sign in different position. They estimate the probability that a sign belongs to each of the target classes that is predetermined. In the training phase, the training set is used to decide how the parameters must be weighted and combined in order to separate the various classes of signs.
It classifies data in two steps:
Training step: Using the training samples, the method estimates the parameters of a probability distribution, assuming features are conditionally independent given the class.
Prediction step:
For any unseen test sample, the method computes the posterior probability of that sample belonging to each class. The method then classifies the test sample according to the largest posterior probability. Bayes theorem used, takes the equation as given in (1) and (2) …….. (1) It can also be expressed as
Where is constant for all classes, only need be maximized.
The class-conditional independence assumption greatly simplifies the training step since estimation can be done using one-dimensional class-conditional density for each feature individually. This assumption of class independence allows the Naive Bayesian classifier to better estimate the parameters required for accurate classification while using less training data than many other classifiers. This makes it particularly effective for datasets containing many predictors or features.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
There are no resources to download TSL alphabet image dataset. So after a hard effort in getting the dataset various resources, the Tamil Sign Language database has been made. Factors affecting the recognition result are eliminated by selecting a right set of features. Features are the primary key for this Tamil Sign Language recognition system. Black and White images are used so that shape descriptors can be applied to extract the following features like solidity, perimeter, Convex area, eccentricity, major axis length, minor axis length and orientation. All the features are interrelated with one another. For example, to measure the eccentricity we need the major axis and minor axis length values so that each feature depends on one another only for the corresponding image and does not depend on features of other images. But in some cases the features like solidity are found to have mere closer values for all set of images even though it does not affect the system performance. Fig (4) describes the output of the proposed work, where the recognized Tamil sign is converted into its corresponding text and voice are displayed.
Fig 4 Conversion of Sign to Text
A set of Tamil sign words have been recognized using Mat lab R2009a which is processed in windows 7 Operating System. The proposed work was trained and tested with 41 categories each containing 10 subjects. Leave-one-out-cross validation method is used. If model selection and true error estimates are to be computed simultaneously, the data needs to be divided into three disjoint sets.
Training set: a set of examples used for learning, to fit the parameters of the classifier.
Validation set: a set of examples used to tune the parameters of a classifier.
Test set: a set of examples used only to assess the performance of a fully-trained classifier.
The overall accuracy of the proposed method is given below Accuracy= -The accuracy rate achieved in this work is 90%. 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The main aim of this work is to develop a static Tamil sign language recognition system for deaf and dumb people. A large set of data were collected and processed with shape descriptors like Solidity, Eccentricity, Perimeter, Convex area, Major axis length, Minor axis length, Orientation which are classified using Naïve Bayesian classifier. Bayesian Classifier has proved to have the best classification accuracy for static Tamil sign recognition. The results are evaluated and found that Naïve Bayesian classifier works well with 90% of accuracy. In future, the work can be extended to recognize the dynamic signs by using some other classifiers along which will be supplemented with the new features and then the performance of the classification techniques would be evaluated.
